Style is a business software solution for
companies trading style-colour-size products.
The demands of meeting modern logistics
expectations are complex. Producers and
wholesalers who source and sell both locally and
abroad need to offer individualised customer
service to their customers. Style provides such a
management tool.
Style is an Enterprise Resource Planning system.
It facilitates the creation and processing of sales
orders, purchase orders and stock control. These
transactions are supported by a variety of master
data records (e.g. customers, suppliers, styles,
seasons, etc) that allow individual configuration
of processes.

Added to its base system, Style includes a
number of higher level processes such as price
calculations, finished and raw goods
requirements planning, sales / purchases /
invoice analysis and critical path management.
Style is configurable. Multiple companies,
warehouses, languages, currencies and
documentation formats are possible. Many of
the default processing rules can easily be
amended to suit changing business situations.
Style is based on 25 years+ of experience in
system design. The software is based on proven
Java technology and utilises a number of
leading third party software components that
add to its performance and intuitive feel.

Information as you need it
Improve your customer service
Intuitive look and feel
Available on the cloud
Regular updates
Full Support
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Highlights
Customer Service Orientation
Style's sales order process is designed for both
speed of input and real-time information thereby
providing improved customer service.

Pricing Control
Simple to detailed pricing strategies are
possible. Price lists can be created for different
currencies and individual customers.

Individualised Sales Orders
All customers operate differently and therefore
have different needs. Style allows individual sales
orders to be tracked until delivered to the
customer.

Reporting and Analysis
Reports are configurable and real-time,
ensuring users have a 'finger on the pulse'.
Included in report results is a 'drill down' link
to base transactions.

Critical Path / Management by Exception
Style has background processes that identify
discrepancies allowing staff to immediately
resolve exceptions.

Cost Savings
Style is a fully integrated, configurable
application. Master records drive how the
system processes transactions, with information
provided where and when required. This allows
staff to concentrate on productive tasks.

Specific Instruction Management
Managing customer, supplier and organisational
specific needs is complex. In the event of staff
changes, Style will disseminate relevant
instructions to those who need to know.
Purchasing Order Planning
Style contains a powerful purchase order
planning module that combines delivery dates,
stock on hand and open purchase orders,
providing real time stock status and automated
purchase order creation.
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Reputation
Style's pedigree is German with over 25 years
of experience in a demanding environment.
This software works! Full support and training
is given during implementation. Ongoing
support includes regular software updates.
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Functionality

Features

Transactions
Style's transactions include sales orders, purchase
orders and stock records. These transactions are
the life blood of a business, and as such are well
protected by Style's3 design. All transactions are
saved in real-time to the database with full rollback security and logging.

Client
Style is based on Windows look and feel. It is
very easy to use and it's intuitive menu and
screen layout structure makes it quick to learn.

Processing
Processing is the heart of Style. Transactions and
master data are combined to provide timely
information to users of Style and their business
partners.

Windows look and feel
Simple to advance search options on
all records
All tables export to excel
Java client (runs on Windows, Linux,
Mac)
Role based security

Multi-company
Style allows for an unlimited number of
companies to be setup in the system, each being
configured separately. Customers, suppliers and
sales agents can be shared between companies.
Master Data
Master Data is the configuration of how Style
processes transactions. Individual views of master
data are available together with a mass
maintenance process (particularly useful for
seasonal setups).
Documentation
Style documentation output is in PDF format.
Templates can be customised to indivdual
businesses. PDF's can be viewed, printed and / or
emailed.
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Email for PDF documentation (e.g.
Sales Orders, Purchase Orders,
Delivery Notes, etc.)

System
The Style system is designed on modern 3 tier
client server architecture. It is both robust and
flexible.
Multiple companies
Separate company configurations
Multiple languages
Unlimited size tables
Available on the cloud
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